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Extending Your Reach:
Extended-Format Datasets

As the size, speed and power of business
systems have increased, so has the

complexity of the storage administrator’s
job. One aspect of that complexity is
reflected in the many different types of
datasets with which the storage administrator
has to contend.

For years, traditional, easy-to-understand
architectures were the norm. Datasets
were mostly either sequential, partitioned
or VSAM. The underlying format was a
simple count-key-and-data structure on
DASD. These forms served well, but as
newer, faster, and larger devices were
introduced, their limitations in expand-
ability and performance began to become
a liability. Eventually, something had to
be done. That something came in the form
of extended-format datasets. Even today,
many storage administrators are not fully
familiar with these creatures. This month,
I will discuss the question: What are
extended-format datasets and what are
they good for?

PDSES

Beginning as far back as MVS/DFP
version 3.2 in 1990, IBM began to
address the limitations of existing data
formats with PDSEs (Partitioned Datasets
— Extended). The PDSE format attacked
the problem of a fixed number of directory
blocks with a completely new format of
4KB blocks, invisible to the user, in
which data blocks were interspersed with
directory blocks. The need for periodic
reorganization was eliminated. Initially
problematic due to limited support for
sharing of PDSEs, particularly across
systems, and also due to their perceived
unreliability, the use of PDSEs has so far
been limited. In addition, by the time

they were introduced, many installations
had already dealt with the limitations of
partitioned datasets through regularly
scheduled directory-compression proce-
dures. Recent improvements to PDSE
sharing and reliability may improve their
popularity, as well as support for PDSEs
(and HFSs) on non-SMS DASD. (This
support is documented in informational
APAR II12221.)

PROGRAM OBJECTS

In 1993, DFSMS version 1.1 extended
the use of the PDSE format to load
libraries in the form of “program objects.”
Although they would not find much use
until the later introduction of full
POSIX/UNIX compliance, program
objects and the new “binder” removed
many of the restrictions imposed by the
existing load library format and the old
linkage editor program. The maximum
CSECT length and allowable number of
external names was increased, and other
restrictions, such as limits on linkage-editor
block sizes were removed, as was the need
to periodically compress the libraries.
Other changes, including for C and C++
objects, continue to be made to the pro-
gram object format.

EXTENDED-FORMAT
SEQUENTIAL DATASETS

DFSMS version 1.1, probably one of
the most important announcements ever
made by IBM, introduced the extended-
format sequential dataset, which includes
a 32-byte suffix, visible only to the hardware
appended to each block. This format, which
requires that the dataset be SMS-managed,
has been the basis for almost all of the

dataset feature and performance improve-
ments introduced since that time.

Extended-format sequential datasets are
created by specifying DSNTYPE=EXT in
the data class, and of course, assigning a
storage class so that the dataset becomes
SMS-managed. Unlike ordinary sequential
datasets, they may occupy up to 123
extents per volume, rather than the usual
16. The DSNTYPE attribute may also be
provided via the data class or JCL as
LIBRARY (to create a PDSE) or HFS (to
create a Hierarchical File System, i.e.,
UNIX, dataset).

The initial, and probably still one of the
most common uses of extended-format
datasets was for Sequential Data Striping.
Striping is particularly useful for large files,
such as SMF data, that must be accessed
sequentially, preferably within a limited
period of time. Unlike the traditional meth-
ods of access to data, where the second
volume is not accessed until processing of
the first volume is complete, sequential
data striping reads or writes data to all of
the volumes that the dataset occupies, at
once, in parallel. For a four-stripe (i.e.,
four-volume) dataset, this technique
decreases (theoretically) the elapsed time
required for processing by a factor of four.
The number of stripes required for such a
dataset is determined by the SMS storage
class SUSTAINED DATA RATE attribute,
or for “guaranteed-space” storage classes,
the number of volumes specified in the
data class or JCL. Because logically adja-
cent data blocks are written to separate
volumes, striped datasets cannot be
extended to new volumes, except in the
case where the dataset consists of only a
single stripe.

Each subsequent release of DFSMS has
provided much of its additional function via
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extended-format datasets. In addition to HFS datasets, DFSMS
version 1.2 introduced the COMPACTION attribute in the data
class, allowing data to be automatically and transparently compressed
as it was written to DASD. In this release, extended-format
VSAM datasets (initially limited to KSDS) were also introduced.
Extended-format KSDSes could be compressed via COMPACTION
and could also have their unused space automatically released
via the SMS management class PARTIAL RELEASE attribute
or programs which issued the PARTREL macro. Another data
class attribute, ADDITIONAL VOLUME AMOUNT, allowed
the storage administrator to specify whether the secondary space
amount, rather than the primary, would be used when an extended-
format VSAM dataset required an additional volume. This
enhancement prevented a waste of space, which might occur
when the user specified CYLINDERS(500,1), for example, and
there was not quite enough space on the first volume to hold the
entire dataset.

DFSMS version 1.3 used extended-format datasets to solve
several long-standing problems involving VSAM. When the
EXTENDED ADDRESSABILITY attribute was added to the data
class, the size limit for an extended-format VSAM dataset went
from an increasingly restrictive 4GB to 4GB times the control
interval size, for a maximum of 128TB. In the same DFSMS
release, the ability to use the SMS storage class to map datasets to
cache structures in the Coupling Facility meant that VSAM datasets
could be shared with read/write integrity across systems. This
Record-Level Sharing (RLS) facility, of course, requires the use of
extended-format datasets.

ENHANCEMENTS TO EXTENDED-FORMAT DATASETS

DFSMS version 1.4 introduced several additional enhance-
ments using extended-format datasets. The little-appreciated
VSAM System-Managed Buffering facility, which was dis-
cussed in this column in the May 2000 issue of Technical
Support can potentially dramatically improve the performance
of VSAM datasets. This is accomplished by dynamically altering
the number of data and index buffers to match the way the
dataset is accessed. If the data class attribute RECORD
ACCESS BIAS is set to SYSTEM, then DFSMS can automati-
cally determine the number and type of buffers required,
depending upon the MACRF with which the dataset is opened

and the SMS storage class BIAS attribute. VSAM system-managed
buffering can also automatically provide LSR buffering, if it is
appropriate, as well as increase the speed with which empty
VSAM files can be loaded.

This DFSMS release also improved the data compression facility
by creating data compression dictionaries for sequential datasets
that are unique to the dataset, thus providing better compression.

DFSMS version 1.5 expanded the scope of these new functions
considerably by adding non-KSDS VSAM datasets (i.e., ESDS,
RRDS and LDS datasets) to extended-format status. Now all types
of VSAM datasets could be eligible for system-managed buffering,
partial release and growth to beyond 4GB (data compression is still
limited to KSDSes, though). Multi-volume HFS datasets were
allowed, and in addition, DFSMShsm was enhanced to allow its
control datasets (the BCDS, MCDS and OCDS) to use both extended-
addressability and record-level sharing, somewhat alleviating
the performance and space availability problems associated with
huge CDSes.

More recently, in DFSMS version 10 (which runs under OS/390
version 2.10 and z/OS), data striping was extended to include
VSAM datasets. Unlike striped sequential datasets, which are
limited to the number of volumes they initially occupied, individual
VSAM stripes may extend to new volumes (or “layers”). With a
maximum of 16 stripes of up to 255 extents each, a striped VSAM
dataset might occupy as many as 4080 extents!

Although extended-format datasets have been available for more
than a decade, they are still not as widely used as they could be. No
doubt this is partly due to the caution that must accompany any
change to the large-scale enterprise systems on which modern busi-
ness depends. However, for the storage administrator who wants to
ensure that these systems perform as fast and as flexibly as possible,
and who must position the data center for the demands of the
future, an understanding of the features and functions available
with extended-format is a necessity.  
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